AMIC Technique for the Treatment of Chondral Injuries of the Hand and Wrist

Técnica AMIC para el tratamiento de las lesiones condrales de mano y muñeca
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Abstract
Scaffolds, either alone or combined with cultured chondrocyte cells, are an effective treatment for chondral or osteochondral defects of the knee and ankle joints. Scaffolds are a more sophisticated solution and have some advantages compared with the isolated use of the more traditional treatments of microfractures or nanofractures. In addition, scaffolds represent a less complicated technique and a less expensive treatment compared with chondrocyte culture treatments, which are accessible by very few patients.

In the present article, we detail the surgical technique and provide advices and tips for the treatment of osteochondral hand and wrist lesions using the Chondro-Gide (Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhusen, Switzerland) scaffold and its patented autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis (AMIC, Geistlich Pharma AG) technique.
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Resumen
Las matrices, ya sea utilizadas de forma aislada o asociadas al cultivo de condrocitos, se han demostrado una técnica quirúrgica eficaz para el tratamiento de las lesiones condrales u osteocondrales en rodilla, tobillo y cadera.

Son una alternativa más sofisticada, y aportan algunas ventajas respecto a las más tradicionales técnicas de microfracturas o nanofracturas, usadas éstas de forma aislada.
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Asimismo, representan una técnica menos complicada logísticamente y mucho menos cara que las tradicionales del cultivo de condrocitos, al alcance de muy pocos pacientes. En este artículo, detallamos la técnica a emplear, así como algunas recomendaciones, para el tratamiento de dichas lesiones, en mano y muñeca, mediante la utilización de la matriz de colágeno de origen porcino denominada Chondro-Gide (Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhusen, Suiza) y su técnica registrada de condrogénesis autóloga inducida por matriz (autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis, AMIC, en inglés; Geistlich Pharma AG).

Introduction

The techniques for the treatment of chondral injuries to the knees and ankles, the most classic locations, have always been the subject of controversy regarding their efficacy and outcomes. We can order them from lower to higher complexity and/or price as follows:

1. Microfractures;
2. Nanofractures;
3. Gels;
4. Membranes: autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis (AMIC; Geistlich Pharma AG, Wolhusen, Switzerland))/ nanofractured AMIC (NAMIC) techniques;
5. Osteochondral autologous transplantation (OAT) = mosaicplasty;
6. Osteochondral heterologous transplantation (bone bank);
7. Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI);
8. Matrix-associated autologous chondrocyte transplantation/implantation (MACT/MACI);
9. High-density chondrocyte implantation (Instant CentroCell, ICC)

These osteochondral injuries remain a major issue for joint surgeons of any specialization.

Without mentioning more complex techniques or gels, since they fall outside the scope of the present article, for general knowledge, it is worth saying that techniques based on mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been in use since the beginning of the 1950s. Microfracture is the most widely used technique to date, with the highest number of published articles. It has been extensively studied regarding the knees and ankles, with up to 80% of good outcomes in the short and medium terms (< 6–7 years), especially in terms of pain improvement and small to medium chondral defects (< 2.5–3 cm²).

Microfractures expose the subchondral bone, and its bleeding enables MSC migration to the articular surface and their subsequent differentiation into chondral cells.

Used in isolation, this technique is limited by the moderate outcomes in the medium to the long terms (> 7–10 years) resulting from the mediocre biomechanical features of the newly-formed tissue, which tends to undergo progressive ossification. Moreover, due to characteristics inherent to the technique itself, MSCs are not contained to the articular surface, which is a key aspect to increase their density in the injured area, and a large number of these innately scarce cells are lost in the joint cavity.

In addition, the shallow depth of the microfractures (of approximately 3 mm) is a limitation to reach deeper subchondral bone areas with higher MSC density.

Nanofractures improved this issue, because their use enables narrower penetrations (of 1 mm in diameter, compared to 2 mm for microfractures), as well as an increased number of perforations per area; in addition, the perforations are deeper (of 9 mm compared to 3 mm for microfractures), which improves the access to the MSCs and the functional outcomes.

Microfractures and nanofractures are reportedly less effective in injuries larger than 2.5 cm².

Therefore, and as the next step in the technical evolution of perforations, microfractures and, later, nanofractures were combined with a collagen matrix acting as structural support for MSCs. This technique was introduced in 2004 and registered as AMIC. After a subsequent improvement, it was called NAMIC, and then, all-arthroscopic nanofractured autologous matrix-induced chondrogenesis (A-NAMIC), in which the entire treatment is performed arthroscopically.

Therefore, the AMIC technique, which consists of placing a membrane to cover the surface in which the microfractures or nanofractures were made, would theoretically solve the issue of the uncontrolled migration of stem cells to the joint cavity, especially in large defects (larger than 2.5 to 3 cm²).

In practice, most studies seem to confirm this phenomenon, despite that fact that some studies do not show better outcomes regarding the combination of the membrane with microfractures.

But all studies agree regarding the lack of greater sample homogeneity and a higher number of cases to enable the correct extrapolation. From long-term findings, of conclusions with a solid scientific basis.

Although some studies associate the AMIC technique with platelet-rich plasma, hyaluronic acid, or bone graft to cover large defects, the scientific substrate of registered cases is highly variable and, therefore, suggestive of biases.

Despite these variables, a recent meta-analysis considers proven the improved outcomes with micro or
nanoperforations used in isolation, with greater differences with larger chondral defect sizes.

There are virtually no articles on any of these treatments applied to the wrist and hand, and none of them refers to the AMIC technique.

The most mentioned article was published by Yao and Kaufman,¹⁹ who reported good outcomes in the treatment of lunate chondral lesions with ulnocarpal impingement using microfractures.

Therefore, as a corollary of the introduction, this is a surgical technique that:

1. In contrast to chondrocyte culture, it is performed in a single step, sparing the patient from a second procedure;
2. Unlike mosaicplasty, it is not related to morbidity in the cartilage donor area, since it does not require it; and
3. It is more complete than micro or nanofractures used in isolation, because it limits the uncontrolled migration of MSCs to the joint cavity, since the matrix provides structural support for their settlement and development.

**Indications**

Extrapolating the International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) recommendations for osteochondral injuries to the knees or ankles, the AMIC technique would be indicated to treat chondral injuries of grades III to IV.

Injuries of lesser grades can be successfully treated with nano/microfractures alone.

It is worth noting that these recommendations do not come from any specific study on hand and wrist injuries published to date.

**Contraindications**

This technique should not be used in patients presenting the following conditions:

1. Known hypersensitivity to porcine collagen derivatives;
2. Active or recent infection; and
3. Synovial inflammation.

**Material**

The membrane used is called Chondro-Gide (Geistlich Pharma AG), and it presents the following features:

1. It is a type-I/III collagen membrane of porcine origin;
2. It has a bilayer structure with a rough portion to contact and adhere to the bone surface, and a smoother portion intended for the articular surface, for better articular sliding (►Figures 1 and 2A, B)
3. It can be sutured or adhered to the implant area with Tissucol (Baxter, Warsaw, Poland) or similar fibrin glues;
4. It is resorbable;
5. It has proven to be biocompatible in multiple short-, medium-, and long-term studies; ²⁰–²⁶
6. Two specific surgical techniques that use it have been patented: AMIC and ACI; and
7. It is available in 3 formats (20 × 30 mm; 30 × 40 mm; and 40 × 50 mm), with prices ranging from 2,100 to 3,000 in Spain.

**Method/Sequence**

1. Preoperative study using computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (if available, with a
chondral-mapping T2-weighted sequence) for the most accurate assessment possible of the depth, shape, and area of the lesion to be treated, to anticipate the potential difficulties in membrane implantation.

2. Whether in an open or arthroscopic approach, delimit and proceed to the initial debridement of the articular surface, homogenizing it if required, leaving it with no ondulations or bumps (Figures 3A, B). Preferably, at the time of implantation, the membrane should be slightly below the lesion margins, since bone bleeding usually inflates it and increase its joint protrusion.

3. Depending on the state of the joint surface, proceed with the perforations (Figure 4A), either using nanofractures (currently in Spain, the only available option is Nanofracture [Arthrosurface, Franklin, MA, US]) (Figure 4B) or microfractures (there are specific sets from several companies; Figure 4C), according to what is available in the surgical arsenal.

4. A bone graft is recommended for osteochondral lesions, to fill the defect and level it to the chondral articular surface.

5. Open the container and, using a Codman marker, identify the preferred surface (rough or smooth), because it is difficult to differentiate them after hydration.

6. Cut the membrane to the appropriate size using the malleable metallic guide included in the container as a reference when using the open approach (Figures 5A, B). When using the arthroscopic approach, try to define the shape either with a previous sterilized three-dimensional print or, in a much more artisanal way, try to manually reproduce the defect. Bear in mind that, once hydrated, the membrane volume increases by approximately 10%, thus increasing its height and width.

7. Membrane hydration with saline solution and assessment of its perfect incorporation into the defect, performing as many sections or maneuvers as required; the membrane should not present any protrusion that could compromise its stability during joint movement.

8. Bed preparation with the addition of fibrin glue (Tissucol) (Figure 6A). This is a critical step, because the adhesive must be at its exact viscosity, and there is little time to incorporate the membrane before the ideal viscosity is lost.

9. Membrane placement into the defect (Figure 6B).

During arthroscopy, membrane entry can be aided by an accessory arthroscopic sheath, while the obturator pushes it intra-articularly (see attached videos).

10. Margin sealing with the remaining fibrin glue. And
11. Let it rest for 10 to 15 minutes and check implantation stability through gentle movements of the involved joint.

After the articular-surface bleeding is complete, the whole process must be performed in a dry environment to avoid MSC migration and facilitate the fibrin glue and membrane implantation.

**Supplementary Audiovisual Material**

- Video 1
- Video 2
- Videos 3, 4, 5
- Video 6
- Video 7

---

**Video 1**


---

**Video 2**


---

**Videos 3, 4, 5**


---

**Video 6**

Fig. 5 (A) Printing over the guide; (B) matrix cutout.

---

**Video 7**

Fig. 6 (A) Tissucol application; (B) matrix application.
Postoperative period
Since the fibrin glue and the structural features of the membrane itself provide good stability for early joint mobilization, it can start within 48 hours; this is especially interesting in cases associated with arthrolysis and/or baseline stiffness. If used in a procedure with an arthroscopic approach to the trapeziometacarpal (TMC) joint, it is preferable to wait two weeks for fear that the combination of an early axial load and shear could compromise the integration of the membrane into the trapezius.

The evolution and clinical response of all cases involving the hand, wrist, and elbow cases treated by the authors of this article using the AMIC technique will be published in detail shortly.

Complications
Studies regarding the AMIC® technique in the knees and ankles report no complications inherent to the implant itself.

There are very few salvage reports (ranging from 2% to 6%13–16) due to unsatisfactory outcomes and conversion to arthroplasty or arthrodesis.

Notes from the authors
- For surfaces with very irregular margins, it is preferable to adapt several portions of the membrane, rather than a single one, to facilitate its correct adaptation to the defect, as in a mosaicplasty.
- Never alter the normal bone anatomy of the articular surface, and be very meticulous in this step.
- In contrast to gels, which could be the subject of another article, membranes enable working against gravity, that is, at the traditional working position for wrist or TMC arthroscopy, with the hand at the zenith, a lunate or pyramidal defect, for example, can be corrected with no membrane detaching, as it would occur with gels.
- Mirror lesions, like those at the lunate and distal radius resulting from migration of the osteosynthesis material, can be easily treated, in another contrast with gels.

Clinical Cases
Patient 1
A 37-year-old woman presented with a fracture at the base of the first phalange of the second finger of her dominant hand.

Fig. 7 (A) Material protrusion; (B) orthopedic treatment; (C) aspect after removal of the osteosynthesis material.
After surgery at her local hospital, there was an intra-articular protrusion of the osteosynthesis material and a potential metaphyseal-diaphyseal pseudoarthrosis. Seven months later, the patient was referred to our service with metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and proximal interphalangeal (PIP) pain and functional limitation.

First, we extracted the osteosynthesis material, implanted a bone graft, and proceeded with the orthopedic treatment up to consolidation (►Figures 7A,B,C). Due to the final state of the joint, especially at the head of the metacarpal (MTC) bone, we decided to try to reconstruct the articular surface at the base of the first phalange (focal lesion) and the head of the MTC bone (complete lesion) using the AMIC technique (►Figures 8A,B,C,D).

In addition, we performed an arthrolysis, which partially improved mobility (intraoperative MCP arch: 0° to 70°), and early mobilization was started within 48 hours.

After surgery, the patient presented progressive pain relief, with a visual analog scale (VAS) score of 4 at 3 months, and of 0 at 6 months; in addition, the CT and MRI scans showed recovery of joint morphology (►Figure 9) from an initial 21 × 18 mm defect to full joint coverage.

**Patient 2**

A 54-year-old male patient who presented with a wrist with stage-II scapholunate advanced collapse (SLAC) underwent a lunate-capitate arthrodesis. Osteosynthesis material migration resulted in a protrusion at the radiocarpal level, with chondral injury and pain (►Figures 10A,B).

The AMIC joint salvage technique was used at the radial and lunate surfaces to avoid a radiocarpal arthrodesis (►Figures 11A,B). Joint mobilization without resistance was started 6 days after the intervention, when the patient tolerated the pain. A protection splint was used overnight for 3 weeks. Flexion and extension improved by 20° and 30° respectively; pain relief occurred almost immediately, and it was sustained over time (►Figures 12A,B). The last follow-up, at 5 years, revealed no pain and preserved function, and CT scans at 2, 4, and 6 months confirmed joint recovery (►Figures 13A,B,C) with adequate coverage of the initial radial (16 × 6 mm) and lunate (11 × 6 mm) defects.

**Fig. 8** (A) Appearance prior to debridement; (B) nacrofractures; (C) guide over metacarpal surface; (D) membrane implantation.

**Fig. 9** Filling of the head of the metacarpal bone and recovery of morphology six months after surgery.

**Fig. 10** (A) Lateral radiograph showing material protrusion; (B) anteroposterior radiograph.

**Fig. 11** (A) Lunate chondral lesion; (B) membrane implanted into the defect. Note: ‘the blue dot indicates the smooth zone.'
Patient 3
A patient suffered trauma in wrist hyperextension resulting in persistent pain, and came to a consultation two months later. The CT scans showed the absence of a whole lunate chondral fragment (Figures 14A, B, C).

Through an arthroscopic approach, the superficial tissue was excised, debrided, and perforated; next, the defect was filled with a cancellous distal radial bone graft compacted with Tissucol (Figures 15A, B) to level the osteochondral defect to the articular surface of the remaining lunate bone, followed by membrane coverage (Figure 15C).

Active mobilization with no resistance was allowed seven days after surgery given the stability of the matrix implant. Currently, 5.5 years after the procedure, the patient remains asymptomatic.

Fig. 12  (A) Extension six months after surgery; (B) flexion six months after surgery.

Fig. 13  (A) Computed tomography scan two months after surgery; (B) computed tomography scan four months after surgery; (C) computed tomography scan six months after surgery.

Fig. 14  (A) Sagittal computed tomography; (B) coronal computed tomography; (C) three-dimensional computed tomography.
Other cases
This technique has also been used to treat Badia grade-II rhizarthrosis (Figures 16A,B,C), posttraumatic chondral defects in distal radius fractures (Figures 17A,B,C), and sequelae from Bennett fracture-dislocations, or fractures at the base of the first phalange or at the head of the MTC bone.

Therefore, its indication encompasses any joint with an irrecoverable chondral injury whose surgical alternative is...
palliative surgery, either arthrodesis, proximal carpectomy, arthroplasty etc.

It is especially important to preserve the anatomy of the TMC joint without altering the saddle shape of the trapezium. One should also be meticulous when lowering the surface to adapt it to the thickness of the membrane for an easier adaptation of small fragments instead of a single piece.

**Conclusions**

The AMIC technique has proven to be an effective alternative to treat chondral lesions in other joints.

It is more successful than microfractures or nanofractures used in isolation, and much less expensive and complex than treatments based on chondrocyte culture.

We still need to determine if these good outcomes can be extrapolated to a small joint. Adequately planned studies could enable us to obtain statistically significant findings that scientifically support the good first impressions with the AMIC technique in these hand and wrist chondral injuries.
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